Make Your Own
Sensory Play Area

Materials:
- 2 pieces peg board, 24"x17.5"
- 1 piece peg board, 36"x17.5"
- 1 piece plexi glass, 36"x24" – see image for instructions
- 3/4" PVC pipe, cut as follows:
  - 4 pieces 14" pipe
  - 2 pieces 20 3/4" pipe
  - 3 pieces 21 1/2" pipe
  - 4 pieces 16 1/3" pipe
  - 1 piece 34" pipe
- 2 90 degree elbow socket fittings
- 2 tee PVC socket fittings
- 6 90 degree PVC side elbow (SxSxS) - this piece is hard to find, you can also use...
- (option) 6 3/4x3/4x1/2 socket joints attached to 6 1/2x3/4 adapters
- cable pulls & elastic

Instructions
1. Take your material's list to the hardware store with you and have them cut all of the pipe to length. Have the plexi glass cut and holes drilled (follow the diagram on the next page).

2. Using the color-coded diagram on the next page as your guide, attach PVC pipes to make the frame.

3. Using cable pulls, attach peg board to back and right and left sides and plexi glass to top. Using elastic, attach your toys and objects through the holes in the plexi glass. You're done!
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Plexi Glass
Cut piece 36”x24” with rounded corners. Drill 17 holes as shown below:

PVC Frame

- 14” PVC pipe (4 pieces)
- 20 3/4” PVC pipe (2 pieces)
- 21 1/2” PVC pipe (3 pieces)
- 16 1/3” PVC pipe (4 pieces)
- 34” PVC pipe (1 piece)